
Rory Duff June 2022 interim update 

Hi to all of you. 

You will already know that for the moment, I have had to move my newsletters to one every two 

months. The next one will be coming out on the 1st July. 

There are however occasionally updates that require a monthly missive – this being one of them – as 

I would like to update you on a few areas :- Harmony time gatherings, New dowsing training courses 

for the next three months, future talks and an update on the how the sacred network website is 

coming along.  

 

Gatherings locations 

The next harmony time starts on the 20th June and is likely to last for around 16-17 days based on 

previous extending durations of time. This means meditation at any time on a symmetrical node is 

going to mean meditating in a vortex ring during those days.  

We have been meditating four times a year since 2012 at sacred sites and always on the first day of 

the harmony time at midday. If everyone does the same, at midday in their own time zone, it will set 

up a wave of positive energy being brought into the World. 

I will be at Oliver’s castle in Wiltshire again this summer where we have had such special times in the 

last few years. If you can make it please do join us. The place will hold 200 people fairly easily.  

This does raise the question of optimum numbers in a group and at a particular site and this is one of 

the reasons why the sacred network site is being developed. In the future having several successive 

groups meditating at a location one after the other, is more preferable and probably more effective 

over the long term too. 

There really are many groups around the World now coming together on the harmony time – too 

many to mention here – another reason for the sacred network site, but I have been asked to 

mention two events and both actually at the same location. 

This is at Knowlton Church in Dorset in the UK. One will be held at midday on the Monday the 20th 

and the other will be at 9.30am till 11.30am on the 21st – the Solstice itself. The node there is in the 

church ruins at the centre of the Ancient Henge site. 

   

Awareness and Dowsing courses 

I have managed to find some free Sundays over the next three months for some more dowsing 

courses. A few people have pre-booked and prepaid for any dates which is why some places have 

already been taken up. 

The next one is coming up soon in just under two weeks time.  



12th June – 3 places left 

24th July – 2 places left 

21st August – 6 places left 

I am also looking to do another consolidation day for anyone who has ever done my level 1 course at 

Avebury. If you are interested, please email me to begin with so I can manage the numbers.  

It offers a great chance to connect with others who have similar interests and meet up with old 

friends. In regards to the dowsing, we will be looking at the type 3 lines as they enter the stone 

circle, the type 4 lines and the location of the node by following the centres of the lines and we will 

be heading over to the Sanctuary, Silbury hill and the Longstones. 

I will be running a level 2 dowsing course later in the year so the Avebury day will be a great time to 

brush up your skills before that.  

28th August – Avebury dowsing day Price £25 

 

Future Talks  

I have been kindly asked this year to give a talk at the British Dowsers Society Symposium in 

Coventry on the 18th of June. Aside from myself, there are other speakers that I know who are also 

giving a talk on the day. More information can be found via this link 

https://britishdowsers.org/symposium-2022/ 

The title of my talk is :- A Classification of Earth Energy Lines, Nodes, Large Vortexes – How, Why & 

What is going on? 

Recognising different types of Energy lines, nodes and vortexes is necessary when it comes to 

working with earth energies. Common understanding in Geobiology – the study of how the earth 

affects life – has shown how these dynamic energies are changing, and driving an awakening change 

in human consciousness. This talk covers how and why this classification came about and how it is 

being used in mapping lines and group meditation on the main nodes around the world. 

I will also be adding an update to the talk with some recent findings.  

As a small incentive to come along to the symposium, I will be running a short practical workshop for 

anyone who has done my level 1 dowsing course. It will be run at the most convenient time in the 

afternoon in the ruins of the old bombed out Coventry cathedral. It is the site of a powerful 4th order 

node and we will be looking as a group to find the centre of the node by following the centres of the 

pairs of type 4 lines. This as you will know offers us a chance to see where we will all be standing in 

the circle around the centre.  

The Coventry ruins are a short walk from the venue of the Symposium in the centre of the city.   

https://britishdowsers.org/symposium-2022/


If you are attending the symposium and would like to join me for some fun dowsing in the ruins, 

please do email me. I personally am looking forward to going back to this node which I first came 

across over 15 years ago now. 

Of interest is that this is that the symposium is just two days before the harmony time and this 

means that all the smaller energy lines will have already moved into harmony before the larger type 

4 lines join them on the 20th. 

 

Sacred network information 

It has been a few weeks since the last update on how the new sacred network site is coming along. 

There is still much work to be done but the focus at the beginning was to get the functioning side of 

the site working. This required some specialist programming that has now been done. The reason 

this was needed was down to the desired verification process we wanted. 

 

Essentially, to be either a verified member or a verified event facilitator, you need to be verified by 

someone who is already verified. This is a bit of a chicken and an egg situation but there will a 

starting number of people we can verify as we know many of the founding members. Every verified 

member will then be able to spread the verification process and this will then ensure a degree of 

quality control and accountability in regards to members accounts on the site.  

 

Everyone else new to the site will have to start on an unverified basis. For a member to become 

verified, then need to attend an event run by a verified facilitator. That facilitator now has an easy 

tick box exercise that verifies that member. 

 

For a facilitator to become a verified facilitator, a verified member needs to attend the facilitators 

event. That verified member can then choose to verify that facilitator – again with an easy tick box 

exercise. 

Automatic emails have now been built in that will help with this process. 

The following is a message from the web designer:-  

“We have created an events space where anyone can list and book onto events. Members can 

attend and verify the facilitators. The facilitators can also verify the members which attend the 

events.  

There is a map where all known vortexes and nodes can be found by anyone looking for places to 

hold gatherings or meet up with communities in local areas. 

 



Each member of the website can publish their own profile, create their own groups and forums for 

any topics. These groups can be public or private.” - Paul Mc 

Paul has recently been very busy live streaming the recent Betterway conference in Bath where 

speakers came from around the World to discuss better ways forward in our healthcare system when 

it comes to epidemics and other medical matters. 

What has still to be done is some front end design work on the site and a migration on to the 

encrypted Edge blockchain network. It is hoped that this and initial testing on this environment will 

be done by the end of June.  

We are also looking at adding a couple of other very useful aspects to the site that will help 

interconnectivity between groups and discussion forums and I have got quite a lot of work putting 

up sacred site information on the maps. We may well have to go live during this process and adding 

sites will become an ongoing process. 

Below is an example of some of the sites on a map of an area of the UK. By clicking on the site you 

will be taken to a site information page and there you can see what events have been set up by 

group facilitators at these sites. 

 

The next image below is a screen shot of some of the groups I have already set up for the sacred 

path discussion and dialogue groups that I run.  

Anyone will be able to set up groups and have discussion forums as well as join others as the site is 

all about similar minded people coming together to share new information and experiences of the 

changing energetic environment, its effects and our evolution of consciousness. 



 

The image below shows two topics that have been set up for all those people who have done the 

level one course. 

 

In addition to these, every member now has their own profile page where they can put up photos, 

videos and data files. They will also be able to turn on notifications for event information and 

discussion thread information. 

My next full newsletter will come out on the 1st July and I will have another update for you on the 

site then. 

Many thanks for your time 

Blessings 

Rory 

 



 


